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Workshop Objectives: 
60 min ART Mat Class + 50 min Lecture

Participants will learn about the concept of Active Resistance Training and be able to: 
 
- Define active resistance
 
- Find the active resistance points
 
- Engage the active resistance points while standing
 
- Create active resistance using the foam blocks
 
- Implement active resistance in basic fitness elements 
 
- Identify whether active resistance is present or not

- Identify the benefits of using the foam blocks
 
 
 

Workshop Outline 
 
- Introduction & demo - 5 min 
  **Quick class prep** 
 
- ART Method Mat Class - 60 min 
  **Boom, what just happened to me?** 
 
- Lecture & Practical Demonstration - 45 min 
  **Expanded Below** 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What is Active Resistance Training?
The Active Resistance Training Method is a fitness ‘practice’ that teaches participants to 
find, engage, and maintain four active resistance points in the body. Participants are 
taught to create low grade constant, muscular tension using these 4 points and to 
maintain this engagement while in motion. The goal is to move from repetition of single 
movements to layering whole-body functional movement patterns that require deep 
engagement of the active resistance points in order to be completed properly.
 

The Foam Blocks: A little gravity goes a long way.
The Active Resistance Training Method uses two foam yoga blocks as a staple of all our 
workouts. The blocks allow us to access and maintain the feeling of the active 
resistance continually, while also minimizing stress on hands, elbows, and shoulder 
joints. The blocks are wonderfully versatile pieces of equipment that help keep the ART 
Mat Practice Classes challenging in a variety of functionally fantastic ways. 

Raising the body 2-4 inches off the floor creates a subtly unstable environment that is 
constant. This innately develops proprioception that helps to facilitate the client’s ability 
to focus on tasks more deeply. The nervous system becomes more engaged through 
deep focus and thought, the more energy is required and therefore expended on every 
level. This allows clients at any fitness level to experience every ART Method Mat 
Practice at their own level. Varied positions of the blocks, and the use of limbs in the 
horizontal plane, vertical plane as well as contralaterally, requires an extraordinary 
amount of focus on the active resistance points.

In the ART Method the upper body is conditioned on a regular basis to support and 
move through the horizontal plane, without overtraining muscles and joints not 
necessarily designed to initiate and maintain extended locomotion. Working in 
horizontal positions as often as we do requires special forethought to the hands, arms, 
elbows, and shoulders, so as to protect against injury while conditioning the upper body 
to handle work in this position.  
 
Utilizing the blocks helps to train and support the shoulder-rib connection while 
planking. It also has the added benefit of distributing the force that would normally end 
up in the wrist, cushioning the hands, wrists, forearms, and shoulder joints while moving 
in and out of horizontal positions. Additionally, the blocks facilitate the maintenance of 
the active resistance much quicker than on the floor alone. Pushing against the blocks 
enables clients to “discover” the floor, learning that they can push both into and against 
it.
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Define Active Resistance.
Active resistance is consciously created muscular tension that is maintained while in 
motion utilizing 4 active resistance points and a stable or unstable base of support. 
 

 
Making It Accessible - Teaching The Feeling.  
Most professional dancers, yogis, martial artists, and gymnasts already know this 
feeling. They learn this feeling of being engaged very young, and sometimes they just 
have “it”: the ability to connect, to generate the active resistance and to maintain that 
connection. 

Remember, many do not have this ability. For these students, the de facto instructional 
language used in most exercise disciples simply gets tuned out.

For example, many don’t understand in a practical way what it means to “engage your 
core,” or how to actually do so with their own body. They do not know what this feels like 
in their own body. This is where we live in the ART Method, this is where the strength 
and fat burning results reside, and we teach this feeling first. Even experienced athletes 
can be taught to feel their bodies differently.  
 
Practical demonstration: Usage of the block to introduce the feeling of active resistance 
in a common isometric contraction. 
 

Find/List the Active Resistance Points. 
The active resistance points are:  
feet 
navel 
ribcage 
shoulders 
 
Practical demonstration: alignment of the active resistance points in  
pushups 
lunges 
squats 
abdominals: on back knees bent/calves on blocks/
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Engage The Active Resistance While Standing. 
Practical demonstration. Standing demo of engaged versus not engaged.
 
Engaged
Shoulders - pressed down toward hips with arms extended then released to sides 
Ribcage - should meet the abdominal wall (hipbone pulls in line under rib) 
Navel - moves back toward the spine (keep the gluten soft) 
Feet - pushing the floor down (tension in the quads without gripping) 
 
Disengaged 
Shoulders sloped forward or pinched back. 
Ribcage collapsed forward or pushed forward.
Navel punched forward accentuating the lumbar curve
Feet inactive, rolled in or out, toes rolled in shoe 
 
The Active Resistance while standing is a visibly energized yet relaxed position - 
energized enough to create and maintain motion, but not so much as to require 
becoming disengaged. Active Resistance is regulated through pressure through the feet 
in the standing position. 
 

 
Create Active Resistance Using The Blocks.  
 
Practical demonstration: Hand positioning: Planking variations - horizontal to vertical, 
quadruped hydrant positions, standing block between knees + chest stretch & tricep 
extension 
 
The result of engaging the active resistance points while connected to the blocks is the 
muscular tension: active resistance. The action of the stabilizing limbs is to grip and/or 
press down into the block while the opposing limbs are in motion. Directing the 
muscular force through ‘free’ limbs as a transfer of power and energy enable a feeling of 
being ‘rooted’ while in motion. 
 
NOTES: increased range of motion over time, ‘lightness’ in the moving limbs, the 
increased cardio output through layering from horizontal to vertical motions, the 
stabilizing ‘active’ limb or side of the body experiences a much more intense sensation 
from the exercise than the ‘moving’ limb.
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Implement Active Resistance: Basic Fitness Elements.  
Practical demonstration implementing the active resistance in the push-up, squat, 
crunch, plank. 
 
Pushups from the floor: engaging the active resistance using block between the thighs, 
under the ribs from knees and full straight legs. 
 
Squat with block+chest stretch tricep extension  -  block between knees/shoulders down 
block behind back/chin to chest - maintaining chest stretch and tricep extension while 
squatting 
 
Crunch - block between knees/under head/under calves 
 
Plank - block under hands/pressing into the floor/shoulders dragging blocks under the 
body/chin to line up at front edge of block 
 
 
 
Identify Whether Active Resistance is Present or Not.
Practical demonstration & visual representations. Identifying whether Active Resistance 
is present in pushups, squats, lunges, abdominals (calves on blocks) staggered walking 
hydrants & variations. 
 
Identifying the visual representation of active resistance takes a bit of practice to see 
subtle signals of balanced muscular tension throughout the body while in motion.  
 
 - The active resistance points and their maintenance are the keys to establishing and 
maintaining the constant low-grade contraction that once mastered can be deepened 
and shifted at will thereby increasing or decreasing the intensity of the practice by the 
student. 
 
- Correcting and re-establishing active resistance goes back to one thing: alignment of 
the active resistance points. 
 
- Maintaining alignment of the active resistance points means a clear cut standardized 
method of cueing the active resistance points to train the student to self-correct. 
 
- Cueing key phrases simply and repetitively allows students to focus inward and pay 
attention to where their bodies are in space enabling them to self-correct 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